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점[01] Choose the one that is grammatically CORRECT. [2.5 ]

01.

Most of the books we use are belonging to the school.① 

The mechanic promised me the car would be ready on ② 

Monday.

You cannot avoid to speak to someone when you go to a ③ 

party.

She had no money to pay for all the excessive baggages.④ 

각 점[02-04] Choose the one that is grammatically INCORRECT. [ 2.5 ]

02.

The earthquake was followed by an enormous tsunami.① 

The man has died of cancer since his son was born.② 

The window broke into pieces when a bomb exploded ③ 

nearby.

Only a few people are willing to engage in changing the ④ 

world.

03. Ms. Ripley visits a school, ①where classrooms are full of 

immigrants. “I don’t want to think about their backgrounds,” 

says their teacher, wary of ②letting sympathy cloud his 

judgment of his students’ work. She marvels at how 

refreshing this view is ③when compared those of teachers in 

America, where academic mediocrity ④is blamed on 

backgrounds.

04. While an online college can reduce education cost, it ➀ 

is not the panacea for having good yet cheap education. ➁ 

Lacking of personal interaction and motivation, online 

learning may not suit every student. Students vary in ➂ 

aptitude and capability, and few can really cope with 

independent study via cyberspace. This is why universities ➃ 

should find ways to minimize cost.

[05-06] Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the underlined 

각 점part. [ 2 ]

05. I do not pretend to be omniscient, but I am positive 

about this fact.

optimistic① credulous② 

all-knowing③ philosophical④ 

06. Any shift by China concerning North Korea has the 

potential to significantly alter the political equilibrium in 

Asia.

balance① agitation② 

desertion③ frustration④ 

각 점[07-12] Choose the one that best completes the sentence. [ 2 ]

07. The evidence as to the vastness of the universe 

continues to grow at an amazing rate. The chasm between 

what we know and all that can be known seems not to , 

but to increase with every new discovery.

fester① dwindle② 

vacillate③ augment④ 

08. With polls indicating rising anti-Americanism worldwide, 

there has been a(n)  increase in discussions about 

reinvigorating America’s public diplomacy efforts among 

government officials.

stationary① paradoxical② 

commensurate③ inexplicable④ 

09. Not limiting their activities to the earthly realm, spies 

have  the fantasy worlds of online games, conducting 

surveillance and capturing data.

surmised① infiltrated② 

relegated③ obliterated④ 

10. Forty years after the 1973 Middle East oil embargo 

 an era of energy scarcity, the U.S. is in the midst of 

a power revolution, driven largely by new technology.

transacted① shut down② 

ushered in③ accumulated④ 

11. Culture consists of a body of symbols to which 

conventionalized meanings are .

accorded① renovated② 

opposed③ generated④ 
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12. Loving her parents one moment and hating them the 

next, Judy was confused by her   feelings toward 

them.

inane ① flippant② 

irrevocable ③ ambivalent④ 

[13-40] Read the following passages and answer the questions.

[13-14]

  “Man of Steel”, the new Superman film, opens on June 

14th in America and some other countries. In the film, 

Superman dons his cape and saves the world 

single-handedly. Turning comics into films has produced 

superheroic profits. Since 1978, when the first Superman 

epic came to the big screen, DC Comics, which besides 

Superman has the rights to Batman, Catwoman and others, 

has seen its films gross nearly $8 billion worldwide.

 But sometimes even superheroes encounter a greater 

force. DC (owned by Time Warner) has been beaten at the 

box office by its arch enemy Marvel, whose characters 

include Spider-Man, the X-Men and Iron Man. Marvel’s 

films have grossed nearly $14 billion. “The Avengers” took 

more than $1.5 billion in cinemas worldwide, and is one of 

the highest-grossing films of all time. Disney, which 

bought Marvel for a steep $4.2 billion in 2009, now looks

smart.

 Success in film today is all about having vast libraries of 

intellectual property to draw on. People will pay to watch 

superheroes and super-spectacles even when the economy 

is bad. In emerging markets, film fans are lapping up 

Hollywood’s epics. But unfortunately for film makers 

splashy films require splashier spending on special effects. 

Superhero films’ budgets have soared, and now often 

exceed $200 million.

점13. Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Superman vs. Iron Man① 

Moguls in Film Industry② 

New Trend in Film Making③ 

Success of Superhero Films④ 

점14. Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Superhero films rather fare well  even in an economic ① 

slump.

For a film maker it has become essential to have a wide ② 

range of legal source materials for films.

Cost is no important factor in making superhero films, ③ 

considering the huge profit they make.

Disney’s buying of Marvel has turned out to be a wise ④ 

deal despite the exorbitant amount of money it paid.

[15-16]

 Numerous observers have described women’s speech as 

being different from that of men. I should also observe that 

there is a bias here: men’s speech provides the norm 

against which women’s speech is judged. We could just as 

well ask how men’s speech differs from that of women, but 

investigators have not usually gone about the task of 

looking at differences in that way. To be fair, we must also 

be aware that women have been just as prone as men 

either to downgrade women’s speech or regard it as some 

kind of aberration from men’s speech, for example, in 

countless etiquette books. Any view that women’s speech Ⓐ

is trivial, corrupt, illogical, idle, or deficient is obviously 

false; nor is it necessarily more precise, cultivated

or stylish or even less profane than men’s speech.— — 

15. Why does the author mention the underlined Ⓐetiquette 

books 점? [2.5 ]

To show the importance of male-female differences① 

To introduce a topic of verbal skills in local communities② 

To clarify the idea that language reflects social structure③ 

To give an example where women devalue their own ④ 

speech

점16. Which best expresses the author’s opinion? [3 ]

Women’s speech is not an inferior variation of men’s.① 

Men tend not to hold prejudice against women’s speech.② 

Women’s speech should be less profane than men’s.③ 

Women’s speech doesn’t have characteristics distinguished ④

from men’s.
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[17-19]

  Ertharin Cousin feeds more people every day than a 

hundred chefs do collectively in their lifetimes. She doesn’t 

cook for them; she makes sure they have something to 

cook. As head of the U.N. World Food Programme, she 

arranges nourishment for 95 million hungry people a year. 

It’s a monster task. She has a staff of 14,000 and a budget 

of about $3.8 billion. Since taking the job in April 2012, 

Cousin has discovered that, as with all food preparation,

_______. In September of that year, a Syrian in a refugee Ⓐ

camp she was visiting in Jordan crumbled bread in her 

face. Instead of having security bundle him off, she asked 

for a translation of what he was saying. “He told me he 

was a baker, and this was the wrong bread,” she says. 

“And so we were able to identify five Syrian bakers in the 

camp who worked with us and the Jordanian bakeries to 

get the bread recipe right, because it’s such an important

part of their diet.”

 Making humans less hungry is not a challenge that’s 

easily met. No matter how often we are fed, we still need 

to eat again. But Cousin believes hunger is fixable if the 

well-fed of the world could focus on the problem and 

invest enough. “We can feed the entire population.

The only thing stopping us today is the public will,” she 

says.

점17. Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

truth is often lost in translation① 

sometimes you should make a sacrifice② 

it’s the details that make the difference③ 

the less you put the better result you get④ 

점18. Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Cousin tries to respect the diet of the hungry.① 

Cousin doubts the problem of global hunger can be ② 

solved.

Cousin asks for the well-fed people’s interest in the issue ③ 

of hunger.

Cousin leads a huge team to feed over 90 million people ④ 

per year.

점19. Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Reviving Local Diets① 

Taking Aim at Hunger② 

Discovering Right Foods③ 

Increasing Global Famine④ 

[20-22]

  Since the middle of the 20th century, a significant 

alteration has occurred in the relativity of conduct and 

morals. Before that, people had little doubt that there 

existed a gap between ‘good’ and ‘bad’, the former being 

coloured a dazzling white and the latter being coloured

in unrelieved black. Freud and Jung and their disciples have 

changed all that, though. We now have learnt that nothing 

a person ever does is really his fault, but due to 

repressions and inhibitions derived from parental 

incompetence or undeveloped opportunities and glands.

There are some old-fashioned people like me, however, who 

still regard with some distrust these explanations of 

psycho-analysis. Being an individualist by conviction, I 

regard individuals as responsible for their own actions, and 

the relativity of moral responsibility _______ by the Ⓐ

teachings of the psycho-analyst seems to me as depressing 

and discouraging as the old doctrine of predestination.

점20. Which best fits into the black ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

castigated① obviated② 

disclaimed③ inculcated④ 

점21. Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Who Is Responsible for Our Conduct?① 

Why Is Moral Relativity So Important?② 

What We Learned from Psycho-analysis③ 

Is There Really a Gap between ‘Good’ and ‘Bad’?④ 

점22. Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

People used to question the clear-cut difference between ① 

‘good’ and ‘bad’.

People’s moral actions substantially increased by the new ② 

change in relativity.

The author implies Freudian psycho-analysis endorses the ③ 

predestination doctrine.

Some people still believe that they are responsible for ④ 

their own behaviors.
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[23-25]

 Some years ago I went to my 25th high school reunion. I 

had not seen most of my classmates since our graduation 

in 1959. A few were just as I remembered them, hardly 

changed at all. Others looked so aged that I could barely 

find points of coincidence with the pictures of them I had 

in my head. (A) Why the difference? Why are some 

individuals so outwardly altered by time and others not? In 

other words, why is there often a discrepancy between Ⓐ

_______ age and biological age?

 I believe the answer has to do with complex interactions of 

genetics and environment. I also believe, on the basis of 

evidence I have reviewed, we actually have control over 

some of those factors. (B)

 I do not subscribe to the view that aging suddenly 

overtakes us at some point in life, whether at 60 or some 

other milestone. (C) Some physicians say that we are born, 

grow rapidly to maturity, and then coast along on a more 

or less comfortable plateau until we begin to decline. (D) 

But I find it more useful to think of aging as a continuous 

and necessary process of change that begins at conception. 

Wherever you are on the continuum, it is important to 

learn how to live in appropriate ways in order to maximize 

health and happiness.

점23. Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

virtual① chronological② 

juvenile③ environmental④ 

점24. Which is the best place for the following sentence? [2.5 ]

They call this period of decline ‘senescence’ and consider it 

distinct and apart from what came before.

[A] ① [B] ② [C] ③ [D]④ 

점25. Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

The author could recognize few of his classmates in his ① 

high school reunion.

The author suggests that we should not control hereditary ② 

factors without clear evidence.

The author assumes that the decline of our body does ③ 

not start until a certain milestone of age.

The author thinks that aging is part of a continuous ④ 

changing process that starts when we are conceived.

[26-28]

 A cottage industry has sprung up facilitating the sale and 

donation of human breast milk on the Internet, but a study 

published Monday confirms the concerns of health 

professionals over this unregulated marketplace.

 The report found that breast milk bought from websites 

was contaminated with high levels of bacteria, including 

salmonella. The amounts detected were sufficient to sicken 

a child.

 “The study makes you worry,” said Dr. Richard of 

Columbia University. “This is a potential cause of disease. 

Even with a relative, it’s probably not a good idea to 

share.”

 After a spate of research showing that breast milk 

protects infants from infections and other ailments, health 

care providers have strongly encouraged new mothers to 

abandon formula and to breast-feed. But Ⓐthis can be a 

difficult challenge. Parents who have adopted, for instance, 

or have had mastectomies often rely on donated or 

purchased breast milk.

26. Which does the underlined Ⓐthis 점 refer to? [2 ]

To regulate marketplace① 

To adopt or to have mastectomies② 

To prevent potential causes of disease③ 

To abandon formula and to breast-feed④ 

점27. Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Recent study findings unnerve some parents.① 

Human breast milk can guard babies against illnesses.② 

Research has demonstrated the benefits of donated milk.③ 

Some samples from milk-sharing sites contain dangerous ④ 

levels of bacteria.

점28. Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Looking for Breast Milk? Be Cautious.① 

Having an Oversupply? Sell Online.② 

Take Risks. It’s for Your Child.③ 

Don’t Breast-feed. It Is Tainted.④ 
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[29-30]

 President Obama promised Obamacare would be as easy as 

buying a TV from Amazon.com. But purchasing a 

health-insurance plan through government websites hasn’t 

turned out that way. Tech glitches and lousy design 

continue to plague HealthCare.gov, the federal website where 

people can buy insurance.

 It’s not a good sign that the federal government won’t even 

say how many people have purchased plans so far. New 

York has claimed just 40,000 completed applications, and 

Washington State boasts just 25,000, a rate far short of 

what the White House was hoping for as it aimed to sign up 

7 million enrollees by next year.

 Federal officials blame high demand for crashing servers, 

but political calculations may also have played a role. 

Worries over the number of enrollees led HealthCare.gov to 

not display insurance plans and prices unless users 

registered for accounts. That’s odd in an age when people 

are _______ to shopping online for virtually anything and Ⓐ

comparing prices from multiple sites simultaneously.

점29. Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

innocuous① detrimental② 

accustomed③ corresponding④ 

점30. Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

Obamacare can be purchased at Amazon.com and ① 

HealthCare.gov.

The number of people who have purchased Obamacare ② 

plans remains hidden.

You are not allowed to see the Obamacare plans and ③ 

prices until  you buy a plan.

Nearly 7 million applications have been completed despite ④ 

the tech difficultly accessing the federal website.

[31-33]

  No crisis since the Civil War affected Americans more 

seriously than did the Great Depression. As the 1930s 

began, one out of every four wage-earners was without 

work, more than 15 million men and women. In Mississippi, 

on a single day in 1932, one quarter of the entire state 

went under _______ hammer. In New York, a number of Ⓐ

homeless people moved into a cave in Central Park and 

stayed there for a year, as they could find nowhere else to 

live. Dust storms born in Texas and the Dakotas would 

soon begin to darken skies all the way east to Washington. 

Prices of wheat and corn and cotton fell so low that crops

were left _______ in the fields. In Boston, children with Ⓑ

cardboard soles in their shoes walked to school past silent 

shoe factories with padlocks on the doors.

점31. Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

the lawmaker’s① the speculator’s② 

the accountant’s③ the auctioneer’s④ 

점32. Which does NOT fit into the blank ? [2 ]Ⓑ

misplaced① neglected② 

untended③ abandoned④ 

점33. Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

As the 1930s began, about one fourth of the American ① 

population lost their jobs.

After the Civil War, the Great Depression was the biggest ② 

crisis for the Americans.

Some basic necessities of life like shoes were in short ③ 

supply during the Great Depression.

In the time of the Great Depression some people even ④ 

lived outdoors as they had no other choice.

[34-35]

  Decision making in the future will be even more of an 

art and less of a science than it is today. Not only is the 

world growing more complex and uncertain at a faster and 

faster pace, but the old decision-making models are 

failing. If executives once imagined they could gather 

enough information to read the business environment like 

Ⓐan open book, they have had to dim their hopes. The 

flow of information has swollen to such Ⓑa flood that 

managers are in danger of drowning; extracting relevant 

data from the torrent is increasingly a daunting task. Little 

wonder that some beleaguered decision makers turn to 

astrologers and mediums.

 Yet from this Ⓒswelling confusion, a new decision-making 

model is evolving, one more attuned to a world that 

resembles an entire library of encyclopedias under Ⓓ

perpetual revision. This new approach understands that 

executives must often proceed with only partial 

information. It helps them make flexible decisions as more 

information becomes available. This model can thus be 

called _______ decision making. Ⓔ

점34. Which does NOT mean the same as the others? [2.5 ]

① Ⓐ ② Ⓑ 

③ Ⓒ ④ Ⓓ 

점35. Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓔ

lucrative ① determinate② 

adaptive ③ serendipitous④ 
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[36-38]

  No politician has generated as much mirth and ridicule as 

Rob Ford, the mayor of Toronto. In November, after months 

of denials, Ford confessed to using illegal drugs “during one 

of my drunken stupors.” Subsequent revelations, including a 

video of him speaking about murdering someone, have been 

exhaustively documented.

 To the outsiders, the most surprising part of this spectacle 

is that it’s happening in orderly, mild-mannered Toronto, 

the last place you’d expect a guy like Ford to be elected. 

Locals have a different perspective on their wayward leader. 

The man’s a mess and an embarrassment, no doubt. Ⓐ

_______ he’s also been an effective enough politician to 

cling to his office. Although 75 percent of Torontonians say 

they want him gone, a quarter of voters stubbornly stand 

behind him. His determination to remain mayor and run for 

reelection has been bolstered by the tacit support of a 

longtime ally: the city’s business community. Because of 

Ford, Toronto’s economy remains strong. And if business 

leaders aren’t exactly rushing to defend him, they haven’t 

risen up to demand his head, either.

점36. Which is the best title of the passage? [2.5 ]

Forced Confession Fades Fast.① 

Why Is This Man Still Mayor?② 

Who Is Returning to the Power?③ 

Small  Business Owners Win Election.④ 

점37. Which best fits into the blank ? [2.5 ]Ⓐ

Yet① Moreover② 

Afterwards③ Accordingly④ 

점38. Which is NOT true according to the passage? [3 ]

Toronto’s business leaders aren’t calling for Rob to quit.① 

Ford is a gloomy politician taking psychiatric medicine.② 

At first, Ford did not admit that he had violated the law.③ 

More than half the Torotonians want Rob to leave his ④ 

post.

[39-40]

  Questions about the nature of law have long been 

dominated by the classic dispute between legal positivists 

and theorists of natural law. [A]Positivists hold that whether 

a legal system exists in a given society, and if so what the 

answer is in that society to any particular legal question, 

are matters of fact about how power is exercised in that 

society. [B] Natural lawyers believe that law is in the first 

instance a set of moral norms embodied in the way things 

are. [C] So, according to natural law theory, we cannot say 

whether an edict enforced in a particular society has the 

status of law without considering whether it passes a 

certain threshold of objective right, whereas according to 

legal positivism, the judgment that something is the law is a 

judgment of social fact which commits us to no such 

evaluation. [D]

점39. Which is the best place for the following sentence? [2.5 ]

They associate law with objective principles of justice and 

right, which can be used as standards to judge the exercise 

of human power.

[A]① [B]② 

[C]③ [D]④ 

점40. Which is true according to the passage? [3 ]

Neither legal positivism nor natural  law theory concerns ① 

the ethical aspects of the law.

From the positivists’ point of view, the concept of legal ② 

justice would be a social product.

Both legal positivism and natural law theory maintain that ③ 

the law is based on objective standards.

According to natural law theory, the law of a particular ④ 

society is inherently deviant from the natural law.


